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Specifications 2430

2470

1080

Dimensions
Length
26’10” (8.18m)
30’ 2” (9.2m)
12’7” (7.8m)
Width
8’6” (2.59m)
11’3” (3.43m)
12’10” (3.9m)
Height
12’1” (3.68m)
13’1” (3.99m)
12’10” (3.9m)
Wheelbase
11’ (3.35m)
13’8” (4.17m)
11’ (3.6m)
Track
6’4” (1.93m)
8’1” or 10’ (2.46 or 3.05m)
6’4” (1.9m)
Weight
22,500 lb (10,206kg)
30,500 lb (13,835 kg)
14,970 lb (6,790 kg)
Engine
Engine
Deere 6068HF
Cummins 6.7L
Deere 4.5L Tier 3
HP
173
260
140
Dump Box
Volume
390 cu ft (11.04 cu m)
530 cu ft (15 cu m)
N/A
Lifting capacity
10,000 lb (4,545 cu m)
14,000 lb (6,350kg)
N/A
Dump height to box
8’ to 14’1”
8’8” to 14’6”
N/A
lip w/o extension
(2.44m to 4.29m)
(2.64 to 4.42m)
VPC Head
VPC1200
VPC1500
VPC1800

120” (3.05m)
150” (4.14m)
N/A

N/A
150” (4.14m)
180” (4.57m)

N/A
N/A
N/A
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2430 & 2470

with Oxbo VPC head
The Oxbo 2430 and 2470 multi-crop chassis feature a high volume
dump box and can be equipped with a row independent picking head.

Oxbo VPCII
multi-crop
head: features

Integrated fan cleaning
system: removes debris

High capacity
dump box:

when harvesting green,
undefoliated crops

eliminates the need
for an attending
vehicle in the field

row-independent
design, capable
of harvesting
multiple crops

Economical performance: allows
diversified operations to utilize the chassis
and harvesting head for picking multiple crops

1080

with Oxbo VPC head

Pepper
Harvesters

Oxbo leveraged decades of
experience providing specialized
agriculture with dependable, reliable,
efficient harvesting equipment and
joined forces with pepper growers
to deliver a line of unique harvesting
solutions for green and dry chile
peppers.
Oxbo’s line of pepper harvesters
deliver high crop recovery, reduce
labor costs, and put you back in
control of your harvest operation.
Oxbo’s pepper harvesters require
only one operator and all picking
adjustments can be made from the
operator’s seat in the cab.

Oxbo offers two unique harvester
styles—box-on or elevator
discharge —allowing you to
customize your machine to your
field conditions. Regardless of the
model, all Oxbo harvesters deliver
field tested performance backed
by our commitment to listening
and responding to grower needs.
Every Oxbo pepper harvester
is backed by our over 50 years
of experience in designing,
engineering, building, and
supporting niche market harvesting
solutions. Oxbo stands behind
every harvester with readily
available parts and in-field service
support.

For pepper harvesting, the Oxbo 1080 harvester is equipped with Oxbo’s
VPCII multi-crop head.

Clean harvesting:
Harvesting efficiency:
no need to stop for unloading
with elevator discharge
design

provides a clean harvest
in “bushy” varieties

Oxbo VPCII
multi-crop
head: features
row-independent
design, capable
of harvesting
multiple crops

Crop integrity: provides

Exceptional crop recovery:

less pod damage in various
moisture conditions

up to 95% crop recovered with
the harvester

Seed

